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The critical exponents for the average chirality, bc50.90(3), and the chiral susceptibility, gc50.68(6), are
determined for the spin-ordering transition in helimagnet Ho. The bc is extraordinarily large and twice higher
than the predicted value for the chiral universality class, while the gc is in agreement with this scenario. The
staggered magnetization critical exponent is determined to be b50.38~1!. The difference bc22 b
50.137(36) suggests that chirality is a component of the order parameter independent of the staggered
magnetization. The chiral-ordering transition and the Ne´el temperature coincide with a relative precision
of 1024.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.100402 PACS number~s!: 75.25.1z, 75.40.Cx, 75.50.EeThe order parameter of helically polarized magnets
@stacked-triangular lattice antiferromagnets ~TLA!, helimag-
nets, such as rare-earth metals, etc.# includes, along with the
ordinary spin variable SR , the spin chirality
C5@SR13SR2# . ~1!
This is a relevant two-point variable that describes the clock-
wise or anticlockwise rotation between spins, SR1 and SR2 ,
of nearest in-phase planes and is perpendicular to the wave
vector k of the magnetic structure. A twofold additional de-
generacy (Z2) changes the SO~2! symmetry of an XY mag-
net, two types of which are mentioned above, to Z2
3SO(2). In the case of a three-dimensional ~3D!-spatial di-
mensionality, the universality class of the phase transition is
basically determined by the number n of the spin compo-
nents that defines the anisotropy: easy axis Ising magnet (n
51), easy-plane XY magnet (n52), and isotropic Heisen-
berg magnet (n53). The universality classes O(n) of
Wilson-Fisher are characterized by the critical exponents a ,
b , g , and n for the specific heat, the order parameter, the
susceptibility, and the inverse correlation length, respec-
tively, as well as by the scaling relations and by the ratios of
amplitudes above and below TN for the specific heat,
A1/A2, and the susceptibility, C1/C2. A change of symme-
try to Z23SO(2) gives the notion of different universality
classes. Kawamura1 formulated a hypothesis of new, chiral
universality classes for the XY and Heisenberg TLA’s on the
basis of a symmetry analysis and Monte Carlo simulations.
Nevertheless, this conjecture is strongly debated on the basis
of Monte Carlo data2 and the nonlinear s model.3 In any
case, the chirality influences the critical behavior modifying
the exponents a, b, g, and n. Besides, specific critical expo-
nents, bc , gc , and nc appear for the average chirality, the
chiral susceptibility, and the chiral correlation length, respec-
tively. The exponent bc is not necessarily equal to 2 b as one
could naively expect from Eq. ~1!. ~Reviews on the theoret-
ical and experimental studies of the chiral systems can be
found in Refs. 4 and 5.! We believe that one of the origins of0163-1829/2001/64~10!/100402~4!/$20.00 64 1004the debates on the chiral universality classes is the fact that
the chiral exponents have been directly measured only
recently6 for a TLA CsMnBr3 using the polarized neutron
scattering technique. Experimental values6 of the chiral criti-
cal exponents bc50.44(2) and gc50.84(7) are in good
agreement with the Monte Carlo results7 bc50.45(2) and
gc50.77(5) for the chiral universality class of an XY -type
TLA. Together with the fact that spin and chiral ordering
occur at the same temperature, and the scaling relation a
12 bc1gc52.19(9) fulfills a renormalization-group value8
of 2, provides evidence that the chiral-universality scenario
is valid for the XY TLAs.
The experimental values of the conventional critical ex-
ponents for the rare-earth helimagnets Ho, Dy, Tb are very
scattered, with the exception of the b’0.39.4 The most pro-
nounced for the XY chiral universality class is the specific
heat exponent a, which should be very high7,9 ~a
50.3420.40!, in the case of Ho varies from 20.02~1!,10 to
0.27~2!.11 Two scales of fluctuations in the very vicinity of
the phase transition12 further complicate the situation. The
exponents g and n are very different: g151.24(15), n1
50.55(4), and g25225, n251.0(3) for the inverse corre-
lation lengths of about 0.02 Å21 and 0.00120.002 Å21,
respectively.13 Existing data on conventional critical expo-
nents would fit any universality class. Measurements of the
chiral exponents could clear up the situation.
The bc exponent for the average chirality ^C& can be
obtained from the temperature behavior of the polarization-
dependent part of the magnetic satellite intensity14 that is
given by the second term in Eq. ~2!:
I~Q!} f 2~Q!$^Sz&2@11~Qˆ Cˆ !2#
12 ^C&~Qˆ Cˆ !~Qˆ P0!~nL2nR!%d~Q2bm2k!,
~2!
where Q is the scattering vector, Qˆ , Cˆ are unit vectors, k is
the satellite wave vector of a reflection with the reciprocal
lattice vector bm , and nL , nR are the populations of the left-
and right-handed chiral domains, respectively.©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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where I↑ and I↓ are the intensities measured with P0 parallel
and antiparallel to Q, and t5(T2TN)/TN is the reduced
temperature. The conventional critical exponent b can be
determined from the first term of Eq. ~2! as
^Sz&2}S~Q!5I↑~Q!1I↓~Q!}utu2 b. ~4!
With a known bc , the critical exponent gc for the chiral
susceptibility can be found from the chiral crossover expo-
nent fc5bc1gc . The latter enters the polarization-
dependent completely inelastic part of the cross section that
appears due to the dynamical chirality ~DC!—the interaction
between chiral fluctuations and a field-induced magnetiza-
tion above TN .15 This cross section is given by the difference
of the energy spectra measured with the opposite neutron
beam polarization, D(e)5I↑(e)1I↓(e), which has been
shown16 to have at small e the following form:
D~e!5A~e/G!@11~e/G!2#22, ~5!
where A}t2fc.
A crystal of holmium with a mosaicity of about 0.1° was
obtained by recrystallization. A cylinder of 3 mm in diameter
and 3.5 mm long was cut off from the crystal by spark-cut
erosion. The cylinder axis was oriented along the @0 0 1#
direction. To measure the average chirality one needs a non-
equal domain population ~2!, which has been created, as in
Ref. 17, by the torsion deformation of about 2% around the
cylinder axis that is collinear to the C. For this purpose, the
cylinder has been welded by electron beam to the tails of the
distortion device made of polycrystalline holmium 15 mm in
diameter. To avoid any scattering from the tails, they were
painted with paint on the basis of gadolinium nitrate. The
crystal in the torsion device was installed in the orange cry-
ostat. The measurements of the Bragg intensities I↑(k) and
I↓(k) of the first satellite, bm50, were carried out on the
IN22 triple axis spectrometer at a thermal neutron guide of
the ILL reactor. As the crystal was necessarily quite large, a
highest available incident momentum of ki54.1 Å 21 was
used to reduce extinction. The difference of I↑(k) and I↓(k)
of about 3% is seen in the inset to Fig. 1. This difference that
is related to the difference of left- and right-handed domain
populations was less than expected, but still high enough to
provide sufficient statistics.
The temperature dependence of the peak intensity of a
satellite ~0 0 m! belonging to bm5(0 0 0) has been measured
in the range 120<T(K)<132. First of all, a series of pre-
liminary longitudinal ~v22 u! and transverse ~v! scans were
made to determine the temperature dependence of the maxi-
mum position, to estimate the Ne´el point and to measure the
diffuse critical scattering above TN . For the analysis of the
final peak intensities we have considered the following sys-
tematic corrections: ~i! critical diffuse scattering background
underneath the Bragg reflection that is measured within our
experimental resolution. For the difference of intensities this
is particularly small, as compared to the sum. Note, accord-
ing to Eq. ~5! it should even vanish, while residuals seem to
stem from the energy dependence for the acceptance; ~ii!10040temperature dependence of the helix pitch, i.e., the angle
between the spins in the vector product ~1!. But this correc-
tion turned out to be negligible in the temperature range
studied; ~iii! extinction effects, noticeable at low tempera-
tures and farther away from the critical point, limiting the
accessible critical region.
For correction ~i! we can use the measured intensities
above TN assuming a proper ratio (C1/C2) of the critical
amplitudes. The limits of the ratio C1/C2 are 2 for the mean
field approximation and about 5 for the e-expansion and se-
ries ~Table III in Ref. 18!. The result19 for the ratio of the
specific heat amplitudes A1/A250.51(6) is close to the
mean field value of 0.5 for a, XY system. ~A different value11
is explained in Ref. 19 as a consequence of the data treat-
ment with a discontinuous background at TN , which contra-
dicts renormalization-group studies.! Therefore, we have
used a correction with C1/C252, as shown in Fig. 1 by the
solid thin curves. To check the correction influence on the
final results the calculations have been also made for the
C1/C255.
The corresponding intensity correction is shown in Fig. 1
by the dotted curves. The data were treated as follows: At a
temperature defined as a current Ne´el point TN j the correc-
tions for the critical scattering were made, and the corrected
values of the difference D~t! and sum S~t! of the peak in-
tensities were fit as log(10) D(t)5log10 D(t0)1bc log10 utu and
log10S(t)5log10S(t0)12 b log10utu where t0 was chosen to
be 0.01. Then the entire procedure was repeated at another
TN j . The final values of TN5130.55(2) K , bc50.79(3),
and 2 b50.67~1! have been chosen by the criteria of the
residual least squares minimum, xmin
2 52.1 for the D~t! and
xmin
2 51.1 for the S~t!. The results of the final iteration are
shown in Fig. 2. The transition temperature for the chirality
coincides with TN , the spin ordering temperature, within the
FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the sum, S, and the differ-
ence, D, of the peak intensities of the magnetic satellite ~0 0 m!
measured with the initial polarization parallel and antiparallel to the
momentum transfer Q. Thin solid and dotted curves show possible
corrections for the diffuse critical scattering. Rocking curves for the
polarization parallel and antiparallel to Q are shown in the inset by
the open and solid circles, respectively.2-2
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1024. A similar procedure was used for the critical scattering
correction with C1/C255. The exponents bc50.88(4) and
2 b50.74~2! have been obtained. In this case the chirality
ordering temperature, 130.63~2! K, slightly differs from TN
5130.68(2) K , although not statistically significant. As seen
from Fig. 2, there is a deviation from the straight lines at the
highest reduced temperatures, which indicates a strong ex-
tinction in this region. The extinction correction in the range
of t used in the least squares refinement as shown for the
ratio C1/C252 by the graphs under the label ~c! has been
made using the S and D-points for the highest utu5utumax in
the following approximation:20
I↑5I0
↑@11x I0
↑#21/2, I↓5I0
↓@11x I0
↓#21/2, ~6!
where I0
↑ and I0
↓ are the intensities unperturbed by extinction
with the opposite polarization, and x is the extinction param-
eter. Taking for the unperturbed S0
m and D0
m at utu5utumax
the values obtained by extrapolation of log10S(t) and
log10D(t) to the log10 utumax , one can obtain the extinction
parameter x from the equation:
Dm5
1
2
~S0
m1D0
m!
A11 x
2
~S0
m1D0
m!
2
1
2
~S0
m2D0
m!
A11 x
2
~S0
m2D0
m!
, ~7!
where Dm is the experimental difference at utumax . Then at
any utu,utumax the extinction-free S0 and D0 can be found
from the measured values S and D as
S06D0
~S6D!2
5
x
4S 11A11 16x2~S6D!2D . ~8!
FIG. 2. The log-log plot of S and D vs t. ~a! and ~b! Critical
scattering correction with C1/C252 and C1/C255, respectively;
~c! correction for the critical scattering with C1/C252, for the
extinction and temperature dependence of the helix pitch.10040The extinction influence on the D0 appears to be stronger
than on S0 as it follows from Eq. ~8! and is seen in Fig. 2.
The results are summarized in Table I together with gc
5fc2bc , where fc51.58(4).21 As seen from the table the
results are not very sensitive to the corrections. Nevertheless
we believe that the most reliable result is represented in line
~c!. The arguments for the mean-field approximation
C1/C252 have been given above.
The extinction correction noticeably changes the critical
exponents. The final value of b coincides in the limits of one
standard deviation with b50.39~4! from a previous unpolar-
ized neutron diffraction22,23 as well as with b50.37~10! for
the narrow and broad peak components, with b50.39~4! in
the bulk, b50.43~6! in the thin film, found from the reso-
nance x-ray scattering.13,24The influence of the torsion on the
b value seems to be not essential as long as it is in good
agreement with the data13,22–24 for the strain-free samples.
Furthermore, the high value of bc should not be due to tor-
sion since it is consistent with the high fc5bc1gc obtained
for the native crystal without deformation.21 There are nei-
ther b nor bc calculated values for the chiral universality
class of the XY helimagnets such as Ho, apparently due to
the difficulties in including the long-range oscillating
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida ~RKKY! interaction. There-
fore the critical exponents are usually compared to those ob-
tained for the XY TLA’s.4 The b exponent is essentially
higher than b50.253~10! obtained by Monte Carlo
simulation7 or the experimental value25 of 0.21~2! for
CsMnBr3. Moreover, the chiral critical exponent bc
50.901(28) is twice as large in comparison with the Monte
Carlo value7 of bc50.45(2) and bc50.44(2) obtained in
the experiment6 for CsMnBr3.
Different from the situation studied in the Monte Carlo
simulation, where the ordered ground state is characterized
by a small finite number of spin orientations, in Ho the spin
space is continuous in xy . This difference in symmetry of the
ground state could be one origin for the different critical
exponents and for another universality class. Apparently the
ratio of the correlation length and the interaction scale that
determines the helix pitch, or the dipolar interaction between
the ferromagnetically ordered planes is important.19 This also
holds for comparison with CsMnBr3. It is interesting that the
chiral susceptibility exponent gc50.68(5), which character-
izes the chirality fluctuations, is not too far from the corre-
sponding Monte Carlo7 and experimental6 values for a TLA
CsMnBr3 , gc50.77(5) and gc50.84(7), respectively. The
b exponent is in agreement with b50.39 obtained in the
TABLE I. Critical exponents bc , b obtained from the data cor-
rected for the diffuse critical scattering: ~a! C1/C252, ~b!
C1/C255, and ~c! C1/C252 plus extinction correction.
bc gc b bc22 b
a 0.794~29! 0.83~5! 0.334~7! 0.125~32!
b 0.880~32! 0.70~5! 0.372~8! 0.136~36!
c 0.901~28! 0.68~5! 0.382~11! 0.137~36!2-3
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described by the O~4! universality class, but it contains no
data on the bc and gc .
As has been mentioned above, the exponent bc is not
necessarily equal to 2 b as one could naively expect from Eq.
~1!. We have paid special attention to check whether bc
52 b . From Table I it is seen that independently of the cor-
rection used there is a stable difference of nearly four stan-
dard deviations, which is statistically significant. For the fi-
nal result we take line ~c! in Table I: bc22 b50.137(36)
with a high reliability level. A possible explanation is that
while b describes the critical behavior of the longitudinal
spin components Sz , bc refers also to the correlations in the
transverse components, which enter the thermal average of
the vector product ~1!. This difference means that the chiral-
ity is an independent component of the order parameter.
In summary we have measured the polarization-dependent
and polarization-independent parts of the intensity of mag-
netic satellite from the Ho crystal under torsion in the re-
duced temperature range 431024<t<631022. The chiral10040critical exponents bc and gc5fc2bc , as well as a conven-
tional exponent b are determined. The bc is about two times
higher than for the chiral transition in a TLA CsMnBr3,
while the gc differs little from the TLA chiral scenario value.
Apparently, the critical behavior at the spin-ordering transi-
tion represents a crossover from the mean-field to the XY
chiral universality scenario,4,27 as has been discussed above.
To clear up the question on the universality class of the spin-
ordering transition in helimagnets, a study of the chiral criti-
cality in a helimagnetic insulator such as MnO2 is desirable.
A difference between bc and 2 b is found, which suggests
that the chirality infers an additional component of the order
parameter independent of Sz .
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